During the middle decades of the twentieth century, American Catholic scientists experienced a sense of crisis owing to the paucity of scientific research performed either by individual Catholics or in Catholic institutions of higher learning. In 1953 the Rev. Patrick Yancey, S.J., the chairman of the biology department at a small Jesuit college and a member of the newly created National Science Board, led efforts to establish a national organization of Catholic scientists. Subsequently known as the Albertus Magnus Guild, this organization attempted both to improve Catholics' scientific performance and to refute the widely held notion among non-Catholic Americans that Catholicism was inherently hostile to science. By reflecting on Yancey's career as an educator and scientist and on the history of the guild, this article seeks to deepen our understanding of twentieth-century Catholic science education and reveal the ways in which Catholic scientists approached the issues surrounding the interaction of science and religion.
I
N THE SPRING OF 1955, at the annual meeting of the Catholic Commission on Intellectual and Cultural Affairs (CCICA), Monsignor John Tracy Ellis , America's foremost Catholic historian, presented an acidic critique of the anti-intellectualism that, he believed, was prevalent among American Catholics. While acknowledging that a number of social, institutional, and cultural factors had contributed to the development of this anti-intellectualism, Ellis refused to accept these as grounds for excusing Catholics' intellectual failures. American Catholics, he said, "have suffered from the timidity that characterizes minority groups, from the effects of a ghetto they have themselves fostered, and, too, from a sense of inferiority induced by their consciousness of the inadequacy of Catholic scholarship." He pointedly went on: "The chief blame" for Catholic intellectual weakness "lies with Catholics themselves. It lies in their frequently self-imposed ghetto mentality which prevents them from mingling as they should with their non-Catholic colleagues, and in their lack of industry and the habits of work." 1 Both shortly after the CCICA meeting and for many years to come, Ellis's paper, published under the title "American Catholics and the Intellectual Life," would circulate widely and provoke vehement responses among Catholic leaders and intellectuals. His criticisms rapidly transformed an existing stream of Catholic self-criticism in matters of scholarship into a veritable torrent. The so-called "great debate" over the future of Catholic higher education had begun. 2 A number of Catholic scientists had contributed to the stream of self-criticism that Ellis now appealed to so effectively. More so than most Catholic nonscientists, they were painfully aware of the statistics on Catholic underachievement in the natural sciences that Ellis highlighted in his paper. Indeed, by the early 1950s the extent of Catholics' scientific deficiencies had become so well documented that in the minds of many well-informed Catholics it constituted a genuine crisis for the American church.
The 1951 collapse of the Catholic Round Table of Science (CRTS), the first national organization of Catholic scientists, compounded the sense of crisis. Some Catholic scientists-though by no means all-believed that the CRTS had made significant contributions to improving Catholics' scientific performance during its twenty-three-year existence and viewed its passing with regret. Among them, the Rev. Patrick Henry Yancey, S.J. , the chairman of the biology department at a small Jesuit college andto the surprise of many-a charter member of the newly established National Science Board, emerged as the leading figure.
In the spring of 1953, after successfully petitioning for the support of both scientific colleagues and the National Catholic Education Association, Yancey engineered the founding of a new organization of Catholic scientists, which subsequently became known as the Albertus Magnus Guild (AMG). Chiefly under Yancey's guidance, the guild grew considerably during its first decade of operation, achieving a total membership of more than fourteen hundred in 1963. 3 This organizational triumph proved ephemeral, however. Owing to the increasing radicalism of Catholic higher education's "great debate" and the ensuing institutional upheaval, the AMG experienced a precipitous decline; by 1969 it was defunct.
In this essay, I intend to improve our understanding of the relationship of the American Catholic Church to the sciences during the middle decades of the twentieth century by analyzing various aspects of the AMG's history and that of its chief organizer, Father Yancey. Specifically, my intention is to shed some much-needed light on two questions that have so far received little attention from historians. First, how did science education develop in Catholic institutions of higher learning during these years? And second, what did Catholic scientists view as the proper relationship between science and religion?
The historiography on the relationship of the Catholic Church to the sciences has undergone substantial revision in the last several decades. Few historians any longer subscribe to John William Draper's famous judgment that Catholicism and science are "absolutely incompatible." Rather than conflict, recent studies have emphasized the church's contribution to scientific knowledge. J. L. Heilbron, for instance, maintains in his book The Sun in the Church (1999) that "the Roman Catholic Church gave more financial and social support to the study of astronomy for over six centuries, from the recovery of ancient learning during the late Middle Ages into the Enlightenment, then any other, and, probably, all other, institutions." In addition, a considerable literature on the scientific accomplishments of the Jesuit order in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries has developed of late. What emerges from these revisionist studies is a more sophisticated and contextualized portrait than historians once had of Catholicism's interactions with the sciences. It is a portrait that recognizes that such interactions have ranged over a spectrum from substantial harmony to severe conflict in ways that discredit the notion of an "absolute" incompatibility between the two. 4 At first glance, the character of science departments in twentieth-century American Catholic institutions of higher learning seems to conform to the conflict interpretation of Catholicism's relationship to science. In fact, the large body of sociological literature on twentieth-century science education in the United States, which is virtually unanimous in characterizing the education offered by Catholic institutions as far inferior to that offered by non-Catholic ones, tends to offer just such an interpretation. 5 Despite this sociological consensus, I believe a careful consideration of the historical development of Catholic science departments will yield a more nuanced assessment. While religious commitments with little connection to scientific concerns per se both motivated the founding of many of these departments and contributed to their persistent academic weakness, the administrators and faculty at Catholic institutions often displayed a dedication to the scientific enterprise that belies the notion of an inherent Catholic hostility to science. As a first step toward revising the present understanding of Catholic science programs in America, I present here an outline of the development of Catholic science education in the middle third of the twentieth century, drawing chiefly on Yancey's career as a biology instructor and, subsequently, the department chair at Spring Hill College in Mobile, Alabama, as well as the AMG's efforts to improve Catholic scientific performance.
The guild's history not only presents scholars with information about the development of Catholic science education; it also provides valuable insights into Catholic scientists' opinions concerning the proper relationship between science and religion. The Catholic scientists who joined the AMG vehemently denied the accusation that their church was averse to modern science and attempted to reconcile Catholic teachings with the latest scientific developments. As we shall see, the accommodationist outlook of the AMG was not without its intellectual problems, nor was it uncontested within the Catholic community. The optimistic belief of the guild's leaders-that all scientific discoveries, once understood in their proper philosophical context, could be reconciled to the dogmas of the faith-if never quite abandoned, took on a very different cast in the tumultuous intellectual environment of the 1960s.
It is my hope that this essay, besides filling a gap in the literature, will help awaken more historians to the real need for additional research on the interactions of American Catholicism and science during the twentieth century. The historiography on this subject remains remarkably thin, particularly when contrasted with the rich literature on the parallel subject of American Protestants and science. with Modernity (1995) , provides the most comprehensive portrait yet available of the development of Catholic science education, but even this indispensable work offers little in the way of detail about particular departments and nothing at all concerning Catholic scientists' attitudes toward the problems of science and religion. Much work remains to be done.
THE CHARACTER OF CATHOLIC SCIENCE EDUCATION
The general character of Catholic higher education-its institutional structures and theoretical underpinnings-was partly responsible for the dearth of Catholic scientific accomplishment at midcentury and deeply influenced AMG leaders' thinking. Therefore, before looking closely at the AMG itself, it will be helpful to sketch briefly the development of Catholic institutions of higher learning in the first half of the twentieth century, giving particular attention to the shaping of their science departments.
During the early decades of the century, profound changes took place in the world of American education that affected nearly all educational institutions, whether Catholic or not. These years witnessed a remarkable rise in student enrollment at all levels of education; the appearance of authoritative accreditation bodies that successfully pushed for the separation of schools into clearly delineated secondary, collegiate, and graduate institutions; the creation of standardized measures of academic accomplishment at each level of schooling; dramatic alterations in collegiate curricula, characterized by a reduced emphasis on classical studies and the growth of specialized course work tailored to specific professional programs; and, perhaps most significant for our present purposes, the emergence of graduate research as the ultimate measure of academic prestige. 8 The administrators of Catholic schools, just like those of non-Catholic ones, had to grapple with these general trends in American education, but they also faced peculiar challenges tied to their unique religious commitments and institutional arrangements. For the most part, America's leading universities, having grown up on the foundation of nineteenth-century Protestant colleges, retained explicit Protestant identities well into the twentieth century, but by 1900 the days of direct clerical oversight had largely passed. In contrast, a religious authority, whether in the form of a particular diocese or-as was more often the case-a religious order, directly owned and controlled almost all Catholic institutions of higher learning. Thus the administration and much of the teaching at Catholic schools were in the hands of men and women "religious"-that is, priests, brothers, or nuns who had taken lifelong vows to serve a particular religious community. The diversification of curricula, combined with the growth in enrollments, placed tremendous pressure on the religious bodies running Catholic schools to find the financial and human resources necessary to provide their institutions with adequate facilities and staff. In addition to maintaining and expanding their schools in a rapidly changing educational environment, Catholic administrators also faced the more fundamental issue of justifying 8 the very existence of Catholic institutions of higher learning, which-with the exception of seminaries-seemed increasingly to lack self-evident religious purposes. Throughout the nineteenth century the Catholic hierarchy and various religious orders ran colleges in the United States according to a model imported from continental Europe. Combining into an integrated whole what would later be separated into secondary and collegiate elements, these schools offered students primarily a classical-humanist education. 10 Over the first two decades of the twentieth century, nearly all Catholic educators, however reluctantly in some cases, acknowledged the need to conform their schools to the emerging standard of American collegiate education: a four-year program that allowed for the generous sampling of electives, with the conferral of degrees based on the completion of a set number of "credit hours."
Failure to adopt this model of the college, they realized, would have ensured that the vast majority of Catholic collegians studied in non-Catholic institutions. Many, if not most, Catholic students aspired to more prestigious occupations than those of their immigrant parents and wished to pursue professional careers in such fields as teaching, medicine, engineering, and law, which were coming to require attendance at an accredited school.
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Although accepting the practical need for modern educational institutions, many Catholic educators did so with something less than a clear conscience. If Catholic schools differed little in their organization and curriculum from non-Catholic ones, then the obvious question became in what substantial sense they were "Catholic" at all. This question became even more pressing in light of the harsh criticisms that many Catholic intellectuals had leveled against the theories typically used to justify modern education during the Progressive Era. As Catholic critics saw it, the prevailing philosophies of education, such as that of John Dewey (1859-1952), which rejected the acquisition of objective truth not only as an ideal but even as a possibility, eliminated its highest purposes. Modern schools, so these critics claimed, aspired to nothing higher than making students competent in methods and processes for pragmatic problem solving, with scientific research being upheld as the exemplary model for the whole of human learning.
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By 1930 most leaders of Catholic education had come to regard neoscholastic philosophy as the key instrument for infusing modern educational institutions with an explicit Catholic rationale. Since Pope Leo XIII's encyclical Aeterni Patris (1879), which urged Catholic educators to give renewed attention to scholastic philosophy, the Vatican had actively supported the cultivation of neoscholasticism as a counterweight to what many in the hierarchy regarded as dangerous "modernist" trends in European thought. By the 1920s these Vatican efforts had helped generate a "Scholastic Revival" among European Catholic intellectuals that greatly influenced their counterparts in the American church.
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One of the chief tenets of neoscholasticism-or, as it was often termed, Thomism- 10 Gleason, "American Catholic Higher Education," pp. 33-36; and Gleason, Contending with Modernity, pp. 4-6. 11 Gleason, "American Catholic Higher Education," pp. was the notion that there exists an objective and intelligible reality to which all persons have access through the use of reason and intuition. Starting from this premise, Thomists argued that every human mind, without relying on dogma or revelation, could perceive the existence of God, the essential nature of the created world, and the fundamental precepts of morality. Given humanity's natural ability to obtain such knowledge, Thomists maintained that all men and women could discern the natural laws that permeate reality and bind human conscience.
14 Catholic educators considered neoscholastic philosophy's "moderate realism" a necessary antidote to the materialism and skepticism that they feared tainted many non-Catholic schools. By affirming both the human mind's capacity to acquire objective truth and the rational basis of Christian faith, this philosophy, they believed, "supplied the principles for applying faith to personal and social life, and thus constituted [Catholics'] basic resource . . . to reorder society and culture in accordance with the Christian vision." In short, Thomism served as a Catholic "philosophy of life" and sustained a comprehensive "worldview" with which to engage an American nation ever more uprooted from its Christian foundations. 15 Catholic science departments developed within the context of the major institutional and intellectual changes affecting Catholic higher education that I have outlined here, and aspects of Yancey's career as a Jesuit educator and scientist suggest how such things as increasing enrollment, curricular standardization, and the desire to promote explicitly "Catholic" education shaped Catholic scientific work.
Like many priests of his generation, Yancey was born to working-class parents. His mother and father, at the time of their wedding, were employed at the same laundry in Tampa, Florida, the former as a laborer and the latter as the manager. During Yancey's boyhood, religion proved a source of family friction. Although both his parents were Catholics, Yancey's mother, the child of first-generation immigrants, had been raised in the faith, while his father converted from Methodism following marriage. Much to the dismay of Yancey's mother, her husband had few scruples about taking their children to Protestant church services and no desire to send them to Catholic schools. However, she prevailed over him in these disputes and, said Yancey, "finally got us children straightened out." In 1912, after completing the course of studies at a Jesuit preparatory school, the sixteen-year-old Yancey followed the example of his older brother and entered the novitiate of the Jesuits' New Orleans Province to pursue a priestly vocation. 16 Throughout the early years of Yancey's Jesuit training (1912) (1913) (1914) (1915) (1916) (1917) (1918) (1919) (1920) (1921) (1922) (1923) -that is, prior to his theological studies in Europe-the American Jesuits' most pressing need was the acquisition of competent teachers to instruct the unprecedented number of students attending their schools. Yancey's first experience at Spring Hill College reflected the staffing problems the society faced.
When he came to Spring Hill in the fall of 1919 to undertake four years of teacher training, the college had not yet completed its transformation from a typical nineteenthcentury Catholic college to a more modern, American one. Spring Hill lacked clear administrative or institutional boundaries between its secondary and collegiate departments. Although Yancey arrived expecting to teach various subjects to the equivalent of high school freshmen, he quickly learned that he would be teaching biology to college juniors instead. Despite his protests over his lack of preparation-his only relevant training being a single semester of college biology-Spring Hill's Jesuit administrators employed him as their chief collegiate biology instructor throughout his four years at the school. Inadequate funds prohibited the administration from hiring a more qualified lay instructor.
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The Spring Hill administrators' determination, despite their limited resources, to offer science courses such as biology reflected a broad trend among Jesuit colleges during the years of U.S. involvement in World War I. As Yancey later recalled in his published reminiscences, during the war years a "'science fever' . . . swept through our Jesuit institutions." The sudden interest in science, he argued, derived from the Students' Army Training Corps (SATC), a War Department program that sought the assistance of private and public institutions of higher learning in the technical training of military recruits. But the Jesuits' "fever" persisted after hostilities ended in Europe and the SATC disappeared, a fact for which Yancey offered this explanation:
With the development of the chemical industry after the war there was a demand for chemists and the medical and dental schools now began requiring courses in biology for admission. As a result we began feverishly, though sometimes not very wisely, to assign men to specialize in one of the sciences. Such men as Father James B. Macelwane, S.J., and Father Alphonse M. Schwitalla, S.J., were sent to great secular universities where they received their doctorates and returned to our colleges and universities to set up or expand departments where they would train others in the latest discoveries.
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Somewhat ironically, the Jesuits' "antimodernist" religious ideology fueled their efforts to modernize the science education offered at their schools. As Yancey's explanation suggests, the rising academic requirements for various professional schools-particularlythose in health-related fields-provided the direct impetus for improving science education.
19 But for the Jesuits, and many other Catholic educators as well, keeping their schools academically viable was not simply a question of institutional survival; it was also a matter of conscience. An unacceptable "secular" mentality, in their view, marred the instruction offered at many non-Catholic institutions of higher learning, making attendance at these schools spiritually dangerous for Catholics. Therefore, the Jesuits believed, they had a religious duty to make a Catholic education-by which they meant an education grounded in the principles of neoscholastic philosophy-available to as many Catholic students as possible, whatever their professional aspirations. That the religious motivation behind Catholic science education produced a degree of tension among Catholic scientists over the issue of scientific research can be seen clearly in the case of the Jesuits. The Jesuit leadership sponsored the graduate studies of men such as Macelwane and Schwitalla in order to obtain qualified educators and administrators, not researchers. They expected these men to establish Jesuit graduate programs primarily to produce Catholic graduates with the necessary technical expertise to teach at Jesuit colleges. Indeed, Yancey, who earned his Ph.D. under Schwitalla at the Jesuits' St. Louis University in 1931, was an early success for the emerging Jesuit university system. After completing his doctorate, Yancey went on to serve for more than thirty years as the chairman of Spring Hill's biology department, which throughout his tenure focused its efforts on the training of premedical students as well as others who sought careers in healthrelated occupations such as dentistry, nursing, and medical technology.
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Although the Jesuits and other Catholic educators had a measure of success in their forays into graduate science education, the results of their programs elicited from Catholic scientists complaints that reveal the conflicted nature of their thinking about the purposes of graduate work. Because many Catholic scientists shared the Jesuits' concern with the nature of non-Catholic education, they sympathized with the desire to staff as many Catholic colleges as possible with adequate science departments. But Catholic scientists also shared with the broader scientific community values and concerns that made them dissatisfied with the results of placing so much emphasis on the mere staffing of undergraduate institutions. Specifically, Catholic scientists, like their non-Catholic colleagues, considered innovative theories and research the supreme criteria of scientific achievement; and from this perspective, the work done in Catholic graduate programs or even by Catholics working in secular institutions was, many Catholic scientists increasingly believed, wholly unsatisfactory.
22

AMERICAN CATHOLICISM'S SCIENCE CRISIS AND THE ALBERTUS MAGNUS GUILD
The failure of Catholic institutions to produce scientific research or qualified scientists at anything approaching the rate of non-Catholic institutions engendered the sense of crisis among Catholic scientists that motivated Yancey to undertake efforts to organize the Albertus Magnus Guild in 1953. As Catholic scientists were keenly aware, Catholic underachievement revitalized the old charge that the Catholic Church and its teachings inherently frustrated serious scientific research-Paul Blanshard baldly leveled this accusation in his polemical American Freedom and Catholic Power (1949)-and raised doubts about the intellectual integrity of Catholics' actual scientific work. The growing body of social science literature that documented Catholic underachievement in the sciences did most to heighten the sense of alarm among Catholic scientists. For instance, a widely cited piece that appeared in the December 1931 issue of the Scientific Monthly claimed to show that Catholics were approximately twenty times less likely to become "outstanding scientists" than their representation in the overall American population would predict. During the 1930s and 1940s additional studies appeared that further confirmed Catholics' poor scientific performance, the 1952 Origins of American Scientists, by Robert H. Knapp and Hubert B. Goodrich, providing the grim climax to this literature. Knapp and Goodrich attempted to determine which institutions of higher learning were most productive in the training of scientists. Their findings scandalized Catholic scientists and educators: the authors had deemed it necessary to remove Catholic institutions from their original sample "on the ground that their production of scientists was so low that they constitute a class by themselves." 24 Prior to the 1920s, when studies revealing Catholics' scientific shortcomings first began to appear, most Catholics had considered a simple cataloguing of the Catholic Church's historic achievements in the sciences sufficient rebuttal to the charge that their church was inherently hostile to science. With sociological data now documenting real Catholic deficiencies, some Catholic scientists balked at such glib defenses. Karl F. Herzfeld (1892-1978), a Catholic physicist working at Johns Hopkins, insisted in a 1929 Commonweal piece that it was no longer enough "to point out the splendid help which the Popes gave to science in the thirteenth century by funding the most important universities; [to point out] the fact that in the beginning of the nineteenth century some of the most prominent scientists-Volta, Avogadro and others-were good Catholics, or that Pasteur, one of the most prominent chemists and biologists of his time, was an obedient son of the Church." 25 Rather than repeating the litany of past Catholic success, Herzfeld encouraged Catholics to reflect seriously on how to increase contemporary American Catholics' interest in the sciences.
Herzfeld's piece was one of several critical of Catholics' scientific performance inspired by the recently formed Catholic Round sought to encourage more Catholics to enter the sciences and "to get Catholic scientists to do more and better research and to become more active in scientific organizations." While it had a relatively weak organizational structure-the CRTS consisted of little more than a single yearly meeting held at the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) annual convention and several local chapters that encouraged scientific study-the Round Table' s membership agreed, generally lacked the facilities, staff, and funds to undertake substantial research. Furthermore, members also concurred that Catholics' tendency to view such research as a mere luxury, unnecessary to the spiritual health of the Catholic community, was partly responsible for these deficiencies. Despite reaching consensus over the nature of the problem, CRTS participants disagreed as to how to improve Catholic scientific performance and on the role, if any, that a group such as the CRTS should play in improvement efforts. Owing to both strife within the organization and growing apathy-in some cases overt hostility-from Catholic scientists outside of it, efforts to restart the Round Table in 1951, after its wartime hiatus, ended in failure. 27 That Catholic scientists who wished to reestablish a national organization asked Yancey, a respected but by no means "eminent" Catholic scientist, to lead the effort requires an explanation. In 1950 President Truman named only two Catholics as charter members of the newly founded National Science Board (NSB): the prominent Notre Dame bacteriologist James A. Reyniers (b. 1909) and Yancey. Truman's appointment of Yancey, which led to the Spring Hill biologist's meteoric rise within the Catholic scientific community, came as a shock to Yancey himself and to most others in the world of professional science. According to one historian of the National Science Foundation (NSF), Yancey was "no doubt the Board's most obscure biologist." To Yancey's amusement, an Italian communist newspaper attributed his unexpected appointment to typical "Jesuit chicanery." 28 Yancey realized that the Truman administration had selected him because he suited its own very specific political needs. The fact that he was a Catholic satisfied an important constituency of the Democratic Party, while the location of the institution at which he taught satisfied Alabama Senator Lister Hill (1894-1984), who had done much to secure the NSF Act's passage. This was not the first time that political calculation had benefited Catholics in the matter of federal science funding. The 1944 appointment of Notre Dame president J. Hugh O'Donnell, C.S.C. , to a committee that helped to prepare the report Science-The Endless Frontier (1945), the original blueprint for the NSF, had been similarly political.
29 Although Yancey's inclusion on the NSB is largely attributable to political happenstance, aspects of his past career-such as his long-standing involve- He continued, "If we want to play major league ball, we first have to THINK major league ball." In the opinion of O'Connor and other like-minded Catholic scientists, the CRTS served only to shield Catholics from the standards that all professional scientists should meet.
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Several features of the former CRTS invited the charge of amateurish confessional science, and Yancey along with other guild leaders took steps to prevent these from appearing in the new organization. For instance, the CRTS had established no professional requirements for membership, some of its local chapters even allowing interested high school students to join. In contrast, the AMG restricted full membership to those who had obtained at minimum a master's degree in one of the sciences or were "actively engaged" in graduate or professional work of a scientific nature.
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Even more damning than the quality of the CRTS membership, in the eyes of critics such as O'Connor, was its practice of encouraging members to present "technical" scientific papers at local chapter meetings. Such practices, critics feared, gave the impression that Catholics wished to create "Catholic science" societies "in opposition to the regular scientific societies." 32 Yancey, reflecting the prevailing opinion among the AMG leadership, insisted that the guild "should not in any way attempt to be a 'science' organization" of the kind where scientific research is discussed. In terms of the methodologies used for the conduct and evaluation of scientific research, the guild's position was that no distinction should exist among scientists on the grounds of religious belief. Yancey ardently encouraged all guild members to join and participate in the regular science societies; the guild did not exist to replace or challenge these organizations. Rather, the founders of the AMG viewed their new organization as serving primarily apologetic ends. 33 At least in part, guild leaders adopted the name the Albertus Magnus Guild for their new organization in order to declare the "Catholic" and "scientific" identities of the group without having the words "Catholic" and "science" conjoined in its name. In 1941 Pope Pius XII had declared Albert Magnus the patron saint of students The guild's three chief objectives, as recorded in its first constitution, reveal the organization's scientific and apologetic purposes:
1. to serve as a means of contact between Catholic scientists; 2. to promote productive scholarship and a greater participation in scientific activities by Catholic scientists; 3. to assist Catholic scientists in relating the Church's teachings to the findings of science.
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As the first two objectives suggest, the guild, like the CRTS before it, sought to facilitate communication among Catholic scientists and encourage their participation in regular professional organizations. While the AMG clearly pursued these goals in order to improve the scientific research performed by Catholic institutions and individual Catholic scientists, such professional improvement supported larger aims. By increasing the number of Catholic scientists and enhancing the quality of their research, the AMG hoped to demonstrate to non-Catholics that their religion did not hamper scientific achievement.
More explicitly apologetic than the guild's first two objectives, the third indicated how the AMG leadership generally conceived of the appropriate boundary between "religion" and "science." In his response to O'Connor's criticisms of the new Catholic science organization, Yancey wrote:
While it may be true . . . [that] "there is no such thing as Catholic science" . . . still there are many areas in science . . . which impinge on the Faith. Scientists who are Catholics but who are not in Catholic institutions are often subjected to questioning on these points and unless they have a good philosophical and theological background (which very few have) they may not only mislead their non-Catholic friends but also do themselves harm. We know quite a few scientists who have lost the Faith due to such circumstances.
Yancey, like other AMG leaders, believed that the guild could defend the Catholic faith by facilitating the training of more first-class scientists who would be able to refute the sometimes-erroneous conclusions drawn from the results of modern science on the basis of "false" philosophy. The guild leadership believed that when such flawed reasoning appeared in technical scientific journals only a scientist could make an effective rebuttal, "because philosophers and theologians would not get a hearing in such a forum." 35 The guild's leaders were determined to demonstrate the compatibility of mainstream scientific opinion with Catholic teaching, even in such contentious areas as human evolution. Yet not all of their co-religionists shared this accommodationist outlook; in fact, some with quite different opinions occasionally expressed interest in joining the guild. For example, in 1955 Yancey received an unsolicited letter from John R. Scalf, a self-described "soil scientist" who worked for the Louisiana Soil Conservation Service. Scalf considered the prevailing system of soil description "a strict adjunct or confirmation of the Darwin evolutionary theory" and maintained that the system's supporters included a leading Wash- ington soil scientist with communist sympathies. Invoking St. Thomas Aquinas and the Catholic tradition of natural law, he argued for the development of a new soil classification scheme that would recognize God's "plain imprint" on the soil. Although Yancey replied graciously to Scalf's letter, encouraging him to join the AMG, most guild members no doubt would have regarded his views as an extreme example of "the anti-intellectual and anti-science attitude of American Catholics" that their organization needed to counteract. 36 The AMG's program of reconciling Catholic teachings with mainstream scientific views paralleled that of an organization of evangelical Protestant scientists, the American Scientific Affiliation (ASA), which sought to reconcile its conservative interpretation of the Bible with those same views. When Yancey learned of the ASA in 1964, he immediately recognized the similarities between this society and the guild, calling it "our Protestant counterpart." Despite similar aims, however, the two groups inspired distinctly different kinds of scholarship. Perhaps most significant, the AMG cultivated a broader outlook than the ASA, which, owing to its concern with the debates surrounding young-earth creationism, focused its attention almost exclusively on organic evolution and geology. Rather than channeling its discussions into a few critical scientific areas, the guild promoted the development of an encompassing Christian philosophy of nature capable of integrating the entire scientific enterprise within the confines of Catholic orthodoxy. As will be discussed later in this essay, the guild's advocacy for a neoscholastic philosophy of nature, while taken up with enthusiasm at the time of the organization's founding, would prove a source of significant division as the "great debate" over Catholic higher education became ever more heated. 37 Yancey, who served as the AMG's executive secretary for most of its existence, proved its most effective promoter, arranging several different publishing ventures to forward its goals. These publications included a newsletter, the Bulletin of the Albertus Magnus Guild (see Figure 1) ; a booklet containing a comprehensive membership list, the Directory; and occasional articles in popular Catholic periodicals, such as the Jesuits' America magazine, which publicized the guild and advocated upgrading American Catholics' scientific performance. 38 Yancey enhanced the guild's prestige by convincing such prominent Catholic churchmen and scientists as Samuel Cardinal Stritch (1887-1958), the archbishop of Chicago, and Hugh S. Taylor (1890-1974), the dean of Princeton University's graduate school and a member of the Pontifical Academy of the Sciences, to serve as figurehead leaders of the organization (see Figure 2) . During the guild's first decade of operation, Yancey at times expressed a degree of satisfaction with what he saw as some Catholic institutions' willingness to place greater emphasis on science education, as evidenced by the gradually improving performance of Catholic school attendees in the NSF's annual fellowship competition. 40 Whether the guild's efforts had done much to effect this change or whether it merely benefited from the general discontent among Catholics with Catholic higher education, as well as important structural changes in American scientific research, is difficult to assess. In the wake of John Tracy Ellis's scathing 1955 article "American Catholics and the Intellectual Life," Catholics' soul-searching over their educational inadequacies became vocal and widespread. As the very development of a group such as the guild testifies, significant Catholic self-criticism had existed prior to the publication of Ellis's piece. But the tone of these earlier Catholic debates over higher education was far more muted than what would follow Ellis's jeremiad. Numerous critical commentaries appeared in the latter half of the 1950s, including influential works by the Rev. Walter J. Ong, S.J. (1912-2003) , the Rev. Gustave Weigel, S.J. , and Thomas F. O'Dea , that burst the bubble of apathy still surrounding some Catholic administrators in the matter of scholarship. 41 The arrival of this "great debate" over Catholic higher education occurred in the midst of a remarkable transition in the funding of American scientific research. Before World War II, the major American universities had funded their research primarily through the patronage of private philanthropic foundations, direct federal monies providing only a small fraction of overall research dollars in most scientific fields. This situation began to change during the war, as the U.S. military turned to the universities to undertake various research efforts. By war's end, the federal government had become the chief financial backer of the nation's scientific research. The already unprecedented level of federal expenditures increased even more following the Soviet Union's 1957 launch of Sputnik and the subsequent national panic over the state of American science. 42 This fundamental restructuring of research funding proved a force for revolutionary change at several Catholic institutions. Before the emergence of substantial federal patronage, no Catholic schools had access to the kind of private funding for scientific research that had buoyed the major American universities. Most prewar Catholic research efforts were either tied directly to the church's considerable investment in medical education and hospitals or precariously dependent on the entrepreneurial fortunes of their directors-as, for instance, was the case with George Sperti's (1900-1991) Institutum Divi Thomae Foundation in Cincinnati, which was devoted primarily to cancer research. 43 By successfully petitioning the government for significant research dollars, schools such as Notre Dame, the Catholic University of America, Georgetown, and the University of Dayton were able greatly to enlarge or in some instances actually to initiate graduate science programs. As Philip Gleason has remarked, "graduate work in Catholic institutions entered a wholly new phase in the postwar era." In fact, Catholics' enthusiasm for and commitment to science programs had intensified so drastically over the course of the 1950s that by 1959 Yancey found himself in the unfamiliar position of having to rebut "warnings" issued from various Catholic quarters "that 'science is being overstressed' and that we should not 'go over board' on science." 44 Although Yancey believed that the guild had made some progress in achieving its first two goals-improving communication among Catholic scientists and enhancing Catholics' research efforts-he expressed less optimism regarding the third. In private correspondence with a disgruntled member, Yancey admitted that the guild had "fallen down in the objective of relating the Church's teachings to the findings of modern science." 45 While Yancey never clearly articulated the source of his own disappointment with the guild's apologetic efforts, I think the AMG's failure in this area ultimately derived from both the organization's heavy involvement with Catholic higher education and the general 42 Even prior to World War II the federal government had spent a considerable amount of money on scientific research, but this money had generally funded "applied research in such fields as agricultural sciences, meteorology, geology, and conservation. 43 Lilly, "Research in the Catholic University" (cit. n. 19), pp. 4-5; and Heitmann, "Doing 'True Science'" (cit. n. 7), pp. 717-721. 44 Gleason, Contending with Modernity, pp. 215-226, on p. 220; and "Secretary's Column," Bulletin, May 1959, 6(5):2. That Yancey was hardly satisfied with the science situation in Catholic institutions despite the improving attitude of administrators is evident in an article of his that appeared in the same issue of the Bulletin. Here Yancey claims that, outside of a few large universities, Catholic institutions continued to have underqualified and underpaid science teaching staffs. As a result of the poor quality of teaching, Yancey says, most students go into practical vocations rather than research science, and those who opt for pure research fare poorly. See Patrick H. Yancey, "Our Commitments and Resources for Scientific Education in Our Liberal Arts Colleges," ibid., pp. 1-2. 45 The disgruntled AMG member was Charles Herzfeld, who is discussed in more detail below. For Yancey's letter to him see Yancey to Charles M. Herzfeld, 13 Nov. 1960, MUA. intellectual discord that permeated the Catholic community in the latter half of the 1950s and throughout the 1960s. Yancey had hoped that the guild would create an intellectually sophisticated apologetic for Catholic scientists working in non-Catholic institutions. Discussions of a "philosophicoscientific nature" held at guild meetings or appearing in the pages of theBulletin could, he believed, form the basis for the needed apologetic arguments. The makeup of the guild's membership frustrated the realization of the kind of defense of Catholicism Yancey envisioned, however.
The majority of the members, as even a cursory glance through the Directory's pages reveals, worked in Catholic institutions where such an apologetic would not prove of any great service (see Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 3) . 46 Developing a defense of Catholic teaching in light of the most recent scientific knowledge no doubt interested the bulk of the AMG membership. Yet for Catholics working in Catholic institutions the intellectual environment was wholly different than that for those working elsewhere, and the kinds of arguments that resonated with those ensconced within the world of Catholic higher education did not necessarily appeal to those in other situations.
To facilitate the process of establishing sound apologetics, Yancey steered the AMG into a working relationship with several Catholic organizations that devoted much of their activity to considering the relationship of religion and science. Such groups included the Institutum Divi Thomae Foundation, the Newman Association of Great Britain, the Scientific Secretariat of Pax Romana, and, most influentially, the Albertus Magnus Lyceum for Natural Science, which was staffed by members of the Dominican House of Philosophy located at River Forest, Illinois. Until the years immediately following the Second Vatican Council, the lyceum, which was heavily infused by the spirit of the Scholastic Revival, dominated the guild's apologetic efforts. The Rev. William H. Kane, O.P. (1901-1970) , who founded the organization in 1950, hoped that the lyceum would provide a forum for bringing scientists into dialogue with scholars from various humanistic disciplines such as history, sociology, and especially philosophy (see Figure 4) . The ultimate purpose of such dialogue, in Kane's view, was to reestablish the theoretical unity of the natural sciences, which he believed had been lost during "the scientific crisis of the 17th century." For the most part, the lyceum's members consisted of Dominican friars who, like Kane, had advanced degrees in philosophy, one of the sciences, or medicine.
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The lyceum's program reflected the tremendous confidence that imbued many involved with the Scholastic Revival, a confidence that Catholic critics in the 1950s began to characterize as "triumphalism" and "hubris." Like other Thomists, the lyceum's members did not consider the philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas or other medieval scholastics as faultless systems, beyond the need for revision. Rather, they regarded scholasticism as the most complete manifestation of a transcendent philosophia perennis that the ancients had given rudimentary formulation and that the lyceum, in the light of modern science, now hoped to express more perfectly. 49 Yet among Thomistic thinkers the character of the relationship between philosophy and the modern sciences proved a point of contention, and the River Forest Thomists, as those 48 associated with the lyceum came to be know within Catholic philosophical circles, adopted a somewhat extreme position. Certain Thomists, conceiving the philosophy of nature as an aspect of metaphysics, maintained that philosophy was completely independent of modern scientific developments. Jacques Maritain (1882 Maritain ( -1973 , arguably the most influential Thomist among American Catholics during the Scholastic Revival, rejected this view because he believed that the philosophy of nature necessarily preceded metaphysics in the order of knowledge. Maritain insisted that the philosophy of nature, while distinct from the modern natural sciences, needed to be constantly informed by them and that, in turn, a properly constructed philosophy of nature would offer important theoretical insights to practicing research scientists.
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Although respectful of Maritain and his arguments, the lyceum's Thomists believed that his distinction between a philosophy of nature, concerned chiefly with the ontological content of scientific findings, and the modern sciences, concerned chiefly with empirical data, falsely compartmentalized what was more properly understood to be a unified science into two separate disciplines. The Rev. Raymond J. Nogar, O.P. , a prominent member of the lyceum, summarized the central contention of the River Forest school:
Aristotelian physical theory is a univocal and essentially integrated physical system and formally extends to all physical knowledge however elaborated by highly refined investigative techniques. . . . The general principles of Aristotelian physical science are no longer regarded as philosophic (in the sense of being ontological) whose function is to judge of the validity of the conclusions of contemporary science; they be-come dynamic directives for further application of investigative technique, vitally in touch with the very details of physical science. 51 Whereas Maritain suggested that a scientifically informed Thomistic philosophy of nature provided certain "directive principles" for modern scientific theory, the lyceum's adherents went much further, arguing that many of the problems plaguing contemporary scientific thought simply could not be overcome unless scientists adopted an Aristotelian theoretical frame to conduct their work. In short, they claimed that their philosophy was indispensable not only to a proper understanding of science but also to its practice. 52 The lyceum's Thomists considered their own "qualitative" or "physical" approach to scientific theory as far more deserving of the appellation "science" than the exclusively "quantitative" theorizing of most modern scientists. In the Aristotelian tradition of natural philosophy to which the lyceum was devoted, "science" referred, as Kane pointed out, to "knowledge of the reasons or causes of things" that is both "certain" and "necessary." Unless one discerned, through the use of discursive reason and intuition, a natural being's "essence"-that is, its "nature" and "form"-and the "four causes" that explain its functioning and purpose, then, argued Kane, one's scientific knowledge remained deficient. 53 The mathematical and mechanistic models that drove modern scientific thinking, the lyceum's members believed, introduced-often needlessly-a level of abstraction from the human mind's original sense perceptions that could produce only "hypothetical" and "contingent" knowledge. 54 Not all Catholic scientists warmly greeted the lyceum's attempt to appropriate and reshape modern scientific knowledge within "the established Christian synthesis of traditional knowledge." 55 Those attending the lyceum's 1952 summer session acknowledged, at least implicitly, that some scientists questioned the value of addressing theoretical problems using neoscholastic philosophy, which-however popular with Catholics and their church's hierarchy-had won the allegiance of only a small minority of modern philos-ophers. During the session lyceum leaders felt compelled to refute the proposition that "religious bias . . . would seem to make the Lyceum's discussions as suspect as would be those conducted on a scientific topic by a group of Marxists under Communist party directives." Indeed, the lyceum's firm commitment to a single philosophical school left adherents open to the charge that they merely upbraided modern scientific theory for its apparent conflicts with their own preconceived Aristotelian notions rather than engaging authentic theoretical difficulties. As Charles M. Herzfeld (b. 1926), a Catholic physicist who worked as an assistant director for the National Bureau of Standards, complained in a 1959 Commonweal article, the lyceum's kind of scholasticism "makes a corpse out of science, leaving science no real autonomy, no method of its own, no spirit and, really, no name."
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Yancey and the AMG leadership had intended the guild's philosophical discussions not only to buttress the faith of Catholic scientists working in secular institutions but also to allow these same scientists to "carry on an active 'intellectual apostolate.'" In respect to such controversial areas of scientific research as nuclear power or weapons, human overpopulation, and genetic engineering, they urged Catholic scientists to undertake "Catholic Action" by advocating policies and research programs consistent with Christian morality. 57 Unfortunately, the guild's kind of apologetics, a product of the intellectual world of Catholic higher education, had a quite limited appeal for Catholics working in secular institutions.
Consider the case of Charles Herzfeld, quoted above. A University of Chicago-trained physicist who not only served the National Bureau of Standards but also, shortly after his association with the AMG, was an administrator for the U.S. government's Advanced Research Projects Agency, Herzfeld seemed an ideal candidate to carry on the guild's form of Catholic Action. Yet he resigned from the AMG in October 1960, in part because he felt isolated in a group where science teachers from "small Catholic institutions" predominated and the few active research scientists were mostly persons much older than he. In addition, however, he expressed to Yancey his dissatisfaction with the guild's policy of treating "the serious problem of the relation of science and Religion in [an] . . . extremely narrow [way] ." Believing "the 'River Forest' approach" of relating the church's teachings to the problems of modern science merely "propaganda for a particular point of view," he found it of little use in his professional work. "Let me say unequivocally, and in complete simplicity of heart," he stated bluntly in his letter of resignation, "that there is nothing in the Bulletin . . . which has the slightest relevance to the situation I am in, or which helps me in the process of discussion and dialogue which I am attempting. . . . I must say, reluctantly, that the Guild is not for me." 
THE END OF THE SCIENCE CRISIS AND THE AMG
During the 1960s the American Catholic Church experienced a period of unprecedented intellectual turmoil that proved fatal to the guild, which declined with astonishing speed. In 1963, after a decade of steady growth, the AMG leadership attempted several reformssuch as increased fees and additional staff support-to ensure their organization's longterm viability. 59 Despite these measures, the guild steadily hemorrhaged members in the years following the Second Vatican Council (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) . By the end of the decade, the AMG's officers recognized that no reforms could preserve the guild; the necessary interest among Catholic scientists no longer existed. Throughout its final years, Yancey himself struggled valiantly to continue the society he had founded, but in vain. When Father Yancey, suffering from the effects of a paralytic stroke, died in 1969, the AMG died with him.
The guild waned, at least in part, because the Catholic scientific weakness that had contributed to the sense of crisis was dissipating. Catholic institutions, although still underproductive in the sciences relative to non-Catholic ones, were gradually improving their science departments, as the data on NSF fellowships suggested. Even more important than this institutional progress, the growth in Catholics' participation in the sciences at nonCatholic schools seemed to put the lie to the claim of Catholicism's inherent hostility to science. By 1970, Catholics made up one out of every five American graduate students and took up scientific careers at least as frequently as Protestants. 60 While such Catholic achievement undoubtedly made the AMG's goals appear less urgent, the dramatic intellectual reorientation of American Catholic higher education that the "great debate" effected made them look utterly irrelevant.
Yancey had sought to form the guild in order to increase the quantity and quality of scientific research performed by Catholics, and he pursued this goal with a larger aim in mind: apologetics. Founded during the Scholastic Revival's final years of ascendancy within the American church, the AMG partook fully of the revival's countercultural outlook, its hostility to "secular modernity." The guild's leaders wished to demonstrate to their co-religionists as well as to those antagonistic to Catholicism that scholars grounded in the "Christian philosophy" were capable of producing work equal to that of their worldly counterparts. They urged their members to participate as fully as possible in the regular science societies but to reject the spiritually unsound worldviews prevailing in them, advocating a "Catholic" worldview instead. Catholic scientists were to be in the "secular" world without being of it.
The guild's guarded interaction with the professional science societies in a sense mirrored that of Catholic higher education in general with the broader spectrum of American colleges and universities. Since the 1920s Catholic schools had come more and more to resemble non-Catholic ones organizationally, a process that accelerated greatly after World War II. But Catholic educators, who pursued institutional modernization in order to accomplish their own particular religious goals, had never accepted the rationale for the modern university that prevailed among their non-Catholic colleagues. 61 In fact, a chasm, manifested most obviously in the different roles assigned to research in non-Catholic as opposed to Catholic institutions, separated the self-understanding of most non-Catholic educators from that of their Catholic counterparts.
From the earliest years of the university movement in the late nineteenth century, the administrators of America's leading universities, none of which were Catholic, had unreservedly embraced scientific research as one of the fundamental missions of their institutions. By the middle decades of the twentieth century, non-Catholic educational leaders had come to prize scientific research not only because of science's prestige in American society, or the funds successful science programs could acquire, but also because the pursuit of scientific knowledge was a goal eminently suited to their universities, which they regarded as pluralistic institutions open, at least theoretically, to every member of American society. Regardless of creed, all Americans could, they believed, welcome the dispassionate and unrestrained empirical investigation of natural phenomena as a public good.
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Most Catholic administrators, however-at least until the sudden upsurge in Catholic self-questioning that followed the publication of Ellis's piece-viewed scientific research as at best of secondary importance to their schools. They had no desire to develop pluralistic institutions in service to the American public at large, and as a result science lacked the ideological appeal for them that it offered many non-Catholic educators. The fundamental mission of Catholic higher education was to provide future Catholic professionals with a sound religious and moral formation, to endow students with a uniquely Catholic outlook. In order to achieve this unabashedly sectarian mission, the construction of accredited science departments and the training of qualified science instructors became absolutely essential. Catholic science education thus began as an effort to address a practical need.
As the number of Catholic science programs rapidly expanded in the 1920s and 1930s, some of the scientists and educators involved with them began to express displeasure with the lack of attention given to research as an end in itself. Such dissatisfaction indicated that a research ethos of sorts, which displayed itself in such groups as the CRTS and the AMG, had developed among Catholic science educators. 63 Yet for most of these educators, and certainly for the whole of the guild's leadership, the desire to expand research never produced a spirit of opposition to the dominant religious mission of Catholic higher education. In a manner not unlike that of Robert M. Hutchins (1899-1977) of the University of Chicago, and similar critics within American education, Catholic science educators deplored the dominant tendency in American universities to isolate scientific research from the humanities and denude it of all reference to transcendent principles. The comments of the Rev. James A. Weisheipl The panic instilled by Sputnik I almost obliterated the vision and hope of wiser educators: the molding of a human being, whether he be a theoretician or a technician. Before Sputnik I many educators realized the inherent danger to society and to the individual of excessive specialization, which neglects history, literature, culture, sound philosophy, religion and even ordinary grammar. These educators tried to give potential scientists an appreciation of the real dignity of science through the history of science, the philosophy of science, or a study of the Great Books of mankind. 64 At the time Yancey founded the guild, probably the vast majority of Catholic science educators continued to believe in the supreme importance of Thomistic philosophy to the curriculum. The perennial philosophy supplied the spiritual grounding that all Catholics needed-even those who wished to become scientists.
When the "great debate" moved, as it quickly did, from a critique of the quality of Catholic scholarship to a critique of Thomistic hegemony within Catholic education, the AMG rapidly descended into intellectual confusion. The notion that Thomistic education itself might have been the root cause of Catholic weakness in scholarship was entirely foreign to the original thinking of the guild's leadership, and such charges, when raised, divided its members.
In January 1959 an article by Walter J. Ong, one of the chief participants in Catholicism's internal debates over scholarship, ran in the pages of the Bulletin, generating a response suggestive of the growing tensions within the AMG. In his piece, "The Catholic Church's Interest in Knowledge and Research," Ong insisted that, in order to cultivate knowledge more successfully or even properly to understand its relevance for the church, American Catholics needed to alter their approach to knowledge in a fundamental way. In his view, the Scholastic Revival's foundational belief that medieval Catholicism's intellectual synthesis held the key to solving modern philosophical problems was basically wrong. 65 Contrary to what Thomism implied, knowledge, argued Ong, does not consist of a static system that can simply be passed on from one generation of Catholics to the next. Echoing themes from the writings of the French Jesuit Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955), he contended that American Catholic thinkers needed to realize the implications of the nineteenth-century "discovery of the fact of cosmic and intellectual evolution." He wrote, "We know that the universe is in some sense developing, growing on the natural spiritual level." Since God is ultimately the author of this development, Catholics have a "duty" to learn about it, facilitate it, and consider its significance for Catholic theology and philosophy. As Ong argued elsewhere, fulfilling this intellectual duty required Catholics to become more receptive to the authentic aspects of modern thought, however unacceptably tainted with "relativism" and "subjectivism" the overall cast of that thought might be. Rather than the "nostalgia" of the Scholastic Revival, he insisted, Catholicism needed to acquire a "technological humanism" capable of grasping the importance of the historical development of knowledge, and particularly scientific knowledge, to humanity's spiritual condition.
Shortly after the appearance of Ong's article, the correspondence section of the Bulletin included a highly critical rejoinder by the Rev. Pierre Conway, O.P. , an educator sympathetic to the lyceum's philosophical outlook. Conway ridiculed Ong's sanguine confidence in "the inevitability of intellectual progress," a view he found irreconcilable with the obvious indifference if not outright hostility of modern philosophy to religion. He also noted that Ong "[cited] no authoritative statements from the Church . . . in support of any of his views" and that his disparagement of scholasticism clearly opposed the modern papacy's own endorsement of that philosophical tradition. 67 Evidently Conway was not the only Bulletin reader to have a strongly negative reaction to Ong's piece. In an unusual move, Yancey, who frequently expressed his desire to see the guild's newsletter used as a vehicle for intellectual discussion, inserted the announcement, at the conclusion of Ong's reply to Conway: "This controversy is closed." 68 One suspects that he could see little purpose in drawing out a debate in which the two sides were so plainly talking past one another.
By the mid-1960s enthusiasm for Thomistic philosophy was on its way to becoming a minority sentiment among American Catholic intellectuals. 69 Textbook Thomism's stale philosophical platitudes and the eagerness with which some partisans of Thomism condemned opposing philosophical viewpoints as heretical departures from official church teaching fueled the charges of "formalism" and "authoritarianism" that now abounded against that philosophy. 70 Finding neoscholasticism more of an obstacle than an aid to addressing contemporary intellectual problems, many Catholics, encouraged by the Second Vatican Council's apparent acceptance of modernity, increasingly looked to enrich Catholic intellectual life by turning to sources outside of scholasticism and even outside of the church itself. Initially this turn against Thomism fed unbridled enthusiasm for the evolutionary mysticism of Teilhard, but in the end no single philosophical school assumed the position of dominance that Thomism once held over the American Catholic mind. 71 For American Catholic higher education, the new irenic atmosphere of the 1960s ultimately led to an abandonment of its Thomistic curricula and the adoption of a research ethos largely indistinguishable from the one reigning at non-Catholic institutions. For the guild itself, this same atmosphere first produced ideological incoherence and eventually led to dissolution. Lacking the intellectual anchor of Thomism, the guild no longer had a clear philosophical position from which it could assist Catholic scientists' moral decision making, reconcile the teachings of the church with modern science, or pursue the lyceum's more ambitious goal of reforming the scientific enterprise from a Catholic perspective. Just as fatal to the guild as its intellectual difficulties was its loss of the Scholastic Revival's countercultural verve. Many of the guild's members no longer believed that Catholic scientists had a viewpoint substantially different from that of their "secular" colleagues that needed to be defended or advocated.
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No single episode more clearly demonstrates the intellectual confusion that was penetrating the guild than the 1963 decision by its leaders, subsequently ratified by the membership, to change the wording of its three chief purposes as listed in its constitution. The original suggestion for the change had come from Bishop John J. Wright , a well-known intellectual among American Catholics, who since 1959 had served as the guild's honorary president. Influenced by the more irenic approach to modernity then being promoted at the Second Vatican Council, Wright believed it appropriate to alter the guild's three goals so that everywhere the words "Catholic scientists" appeared should instead simply read "Members." Explicitly opening the guild to all scientists, regardless of creed, was intended to defuse the charge of intellectual isolation and "ghettoism" being hurled at the AMG by some critics; however, it had the more obvious effect of highlighting the organization's growing loss of purpose. Practically the only goal the guild retained that could not be pursued in a regular science society was that of relating the church's teachings to the findings of science-and why anyone other than a "Catholic scientist" would be interested in this goal was a mystery left unanswered. 73 The Albertus Magnus Guild, though short lived, provides historians with an important case study for understanding the development of Catholic science education and the relationship between the American Catholic Church and the sciences. Because the guild existed during a period of tremendous change for both the American church and its institutions of higher education, those who interacted with it, whether as supporters or detractors, often had occasion to articulate opinions about Catholics' engagement with the sciences that in less turbulent times might have gone unsaid. How representative the guild's viewpoint truly was of Catholics working in the sciences during the mid-twentieth century is a question that we will be able to answer only with additional studies of the Catholic institutions and individuals involved with the sciences during this period. 74 Although Yancey and other AMG leaders maintained that religious belief should have 72 The 1965 remarks of Lawrence H. Baldinger, an associate dean of Notre Dame's College of Science who was then serving as the Bulletin's editor, are telling as to the changing mood among Catholic scientists. After noting that interest in guild activities at the 1964 AAAS meeting had dropped off considerably from that expressed in previous years, Baldinger confessed that "the aloofness of many Catholic scientists, both in the laity as well as in the religious groups, toward the Albertus Magnus Guild is disturbing." See "Editor's Column," Bulletin, Jan. 1965, 12(4):2.
73 Frederick D. Rossini, "Lines from the President," Bulletin, Nov. 1963, 9(2):1. The guild's chief goals, now expanded to four in number, were as follows: "1. To serve as a means of contact among its Members, through Chapter meetings, national conventions, and the Bulletin; 2. To promote productive scholarship and appropriate participation in scientific activities by its Members; 3. To assist its Members in relating the findings of science to the teachings of the Church; 4. To promote the appropriate coupling of the findings of science with the needs of mankind throughout the world as made evident by the application of the natural law of God." See ibid., p. 5.
The fourth goal appears to have been added in an attempt to make the guild more comprehensible as an ecumenical organization. Non-Catholic members could help the guild advocate scientific work and uses of that work consistent with the natural law, which Thomism held to be evident to all human minds, even without the assistance of revelation. 74 For instance, detailed historical treatments of major Catholic centers of scientific research, such as Notre Dame, Georgetown, or St. Louis University, or of important Catholic intellectual organizations, such as the international group Pax Romana, would very much help to contextualize the AMG case study. no bearing on the practice of science in the laboratory-that in this sense there was no "Catholic science"-they did insist that "Catholic philosophy" should provide a guide for placing moral limits on the work of Catholic scientists and even in some sense direct their critical engagement with scientific theory. Despite the internal revolution that took place in the American church during the 1960s, the guild's employment of scholastic philosophy helps illuminate some of the present debates among Catholic scientists over such controversial matters as human genetic engineering, stem cell research, and the intelligent design movement. Many Catholic scientists continue to look to natural philosophy to establish the limits of science-and in the case of intelligent design even to shape scientific theoryyet the authentic character of "Catholic philosophy" is a matter on which American Catholics no longer maintain a clear consensus.
